
Ever since Grillo was founded in Italy in 1953, it has been producing quality machines for agriculture and turf

maintenance. Grillo prides itself on its advanced technical solutions, quality, reliability and comfort. It has

created a phenomenal range of climber mowers, commercial ride-ons, trimmer mowers, walking tractors,

rotary hoes and tillers. All products are made suitable for both professional and domestic use, and are ideal

for New Zealand terrain.
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Grillo has an impressive range of ride-on mowers that perform in the tough mowing conditions common to

New Zealand landscapes. 

RIDE ON MOWERS

FRONT-DECK SERIES
The Front Deck Series is affordable, easy to operate and creates a high-quality finish. Other models are

available on special order, please enquire with our team today!

FD 280
With a floating 46″ front collection deck, a large 280-

litre collection and electric bin grass discharge the

FD280 is highly productive, and fast and leaves a

beautiful finish on lawns. Ideal for large properties

where leaves are a problem or where it’s slippery

underfoot. The out-front floating deck allows the

operator to mow into corners, under bushes and trees

and offers excellent visibility. Because the deck follows

the contours of the land, the mower produces a

quality finish.

parkland.co.nz/shop/front-deck-ride-on-mower-fd280



Ultimate safety which minimises risk

Tackles tricky, hard-to-reach spots

Gets the job done – fast!

Climber 7.18
The Climber 7.18 is generally best used on smaller

properties up to 3 – 4 acres. With plenty of engine

power, travelling up and down steep slopes is

easy even while mowing long grass.

parkland.co.nz/shop/climber-ride-on-mower-7-18
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CLIMBER SERIES
The Climber Series is built to handle tough terrain and is renowned for safety, stability and performance

on slopes and tall grass.

Tackles long grass, saplings and bracken with ease

Great for slopes or undulating terrain

Extreme maneuverability

Simple and easy to operate

Climber 7.15
The Climber 7.15 is generally best used on properties

around 1 – 2 acres, or where the terrain underfoot is

smoother and therefore the machine can be a lighter build.

parkland.co.nz/shop/climber-ride-on-mower-7-15

Ergonomic driver features included

Adjustable seat

Manages heavy terrain well

Powerful V-Twin engine

Climber 9.18
Generally used in demanding applications where 4WD-like

performance is required and on properties around 3 – 5

acres. Designed for challenging conditions this machine is

ideal for properties where the grass is mowed infrequently.

parkland.co.nz/shop/climber-ride-on-mower-9-18

Tackles overgrown, neglected areas with ease

Easy-to-use rapid, efficient mower

Simple to clean, easy to maintain

Stay safe on sloping areas

Climber 9.22
This machine can go anywhere and mow anything.

It's ideal for applications that include regularly

tackling challenging conditions, for owners who

only have irregular opportunities to mow.

parkland.co.nz/shop/climber-ride-on-mower-9-22



Built for slopes

Remarkably efficient on high grass and up      

 to 2.5 cm thick shrubs

Ultimate operator comfort and control

Superior traction on challenging surfaces

Adjustable cutting height

Robust and long-lasting

Maximum safety, reliability and stability

Climber 10.22 AWD
The powerful Climber 10.22 AWD is designed for

mowing applications that are more demanding and

where it’s rough underfoot. You may have larger

areas and longer grass that a normal ride-on

mower can’t handle.

parkland.co.nz/shop/climber-10-awd-22hp
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CLIMBER SERIES (continued)

Recommended for slopes, operates well in tough

conditions

Achieve a clean park-like finish

Quick change lever makes mulching or removing

discharge easy

Adjustable cutting height (2.5 – 11cm)

Climber MD22N 
The MD 22N is a hydrostatic mower with dual functions. It

has a 3-blade 110 cm cutter deck, fitted with a “quick-shift”

lever to change between rear discharge or mulch which

can be directly operated from the driver’s seat. It is

recommended for steep lawns, in the private or

professional sector. The MD 22N has the same ground-

hugging characteristics as a Climber series, but unlike the

Climber range MD22N is not designed to mow scrub, or

very long grass. 

parkland.co.nz/shop/climber-ride-on-mower-md22

Extremely low center of gravity

Balanced weight distribution to provide maximum

stability

Hydrostatic transmission

Ergonomically designed Grammer suspension seat with

arm rests and seat belt

Foldable roll bar fitted

Tow bar and twin LED headlights fitted as standard

Climber 10.27 AWD
The Climber 10.27 is an All Wheel Drive (AWD) machine but

provides maximum maneuverability. Its small turning circle

of only 70cm is the best in its class. It also features a

differential lock which provides superior traction, allowing

the user to manage any tricky areas by depressing the diff

lock pedal to engage both rear wheels simultaneously.

parkland.co.nz/shop/climber-10-27-awd-ride-on-mower
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FX27
The Grillo FX27 is a professional ZTR mower perfect for

large properties where there are wide, open spaces maybe

with trees and bushes to mow underneath.Tackles long

grass, saplings and bracken with ease

The out-front floating deck allows the operator to mow into

corners, under bushes and trees and offers excellent

visibility due to the cutting deck being in front of the

operator. Because the deck follows the contours of the

land, adapting itself to uneven surfaces to avoid scalping,

the mower produces a quality finish.

FX27 has unique features that differentiate this machine

from other mid-mount ZTR mowers. Comfort, stability, ease

of use and practical deck features set this machine apart

from other run-of-the-mill ZTR mowers.

Due to its out-front position, the deck can be lifted up and

down electrically by depressing a switch – no manual back-

breaking lifting! You no longer have to drive the machine

up ramps to be able to get to the underside of the deck.

Once work is finished the deck can be electrically lifted to

allow cleaning, blade sharpening or other maintenance.

parkland.co.nz/shop/zero-turn-ride-on-mower

ZERO TURN MOWERS



Adjustable tilling depth

Handlebar height and side position adjustable

Belt-to-chain transmission

Two forward gears and one reverse gear

Composed of 6 tine elements with side discs –

steel tines are removable & 33 cm in diameter.

Princess MP3 PRO Rotary Tiller
Grillo rotavator Princess MP3 PRO brings together

the advantages and the maneuverability of the

machines with a belt-to-chain transmission and

the efficiency and robustness of the tiller with

hexagonal shaft of professional motor-hoes. 

This machine is practical and easily transported.

Featuring:

parkland.co.nz/shop/princess-mp3-pro-rotary-tiller
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Grillo rotavators are used for tilling even very hard

and stony soil to a considerable depth. The user can

adjust the tilling depth by putting more or less

pressure on the spur and adjusting its height. 

The side discs are necessary to balance the machine

and to mark out the tilled area. When working on

softer soil, the side discs are recommended to

prevent the tilled soil from covering the new plants

and damaging their roots. On soft soil, the side discs

ensure good flotation and allow the machine to move

forward easily without sinking.

ROTAVATORS

Extremely quiet with muffler guard

Easy pull start

Handlebar grip made of anti-vibrating material

Hoe width is adjustable up to 800mm

Adjustable tilling depth, cuts out to 80 cm

Suits previously turned over ground

Gear housing in press-formed plate sections

secured by bolts

Kevlar Belts (high performance)

Suitable for previously tilled soil, and gardens

M1: one forward gear

MR: one forward and reverse gear

Princess M1 & MR Rotary Tillers

parkland.co.nz/shop/princess-mr-rotary-tiller

parkland.co.nz/shop/princess-m1-rotary-tiller



50 cm tilling width

Adjustable handles with anti-vibration

G45 Rotary Hoe 
The Grillo G45 is a compact walking tractor, ideal for

working in narrow spaces both in horticulture or

gardens. Perfectly balanced, it is fitted with a two-

speed gearbox with gears in oil bath and a forward

and a reverse gear. 

The counter–rotating tines till even the hardest soil in

spite of its reduced sizes and lightweight. The tines

and wheels move in opposite direction allowing the

walking tractor to perfectly adhere to the ground

enabling the user to work with minimum effort.

parkland.co.nz/shop/g45-rotary-hoe
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WALKING TRACTORS

Spring: used to finely till the soil to prepare it for sowing.

Summer: used to till the ground between the rows makes the ground soft and free from weeds; this

ensures the penetration of water and moisture into the soil.

Autumn: it is important to till the cultivated area in order to cut and to till under the remaining plants.

This will give way to the rearrangement of a compost that lets the plants decompose into the soil

adding therefore organic nourishment ready to be used the following spring.

Winter: Grillo offers snow throwers, snow blades and snow brushes to set streets and avenues free

from ice and snow.

Walking tractors are versatile working tools in agriculture and gardening. They are mainly used for soil

tilling, and in combination with the series of available attachments, these machines can be used to carry

out a number of different jobs:

All Grillo walking tractors are equipped with oil bath gears and bearings. The wheels' motion is

independent of the P.T.O. to which you connect the attachments; this simplifies the transport and makes

the Grillo walking tractor a safe and easy-to-use machine. The rotary tiller unit consists of 4/6 sets of hoes

made of steel that succeed in finely cutting the soil with 20 rotations per wheel revolution. The cowling

tiller is made of sheet metal, in compliance with the extremely rigid EU-Norms, and its width is adjustable

following the number of hoes you intend to use.
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G55 Rotary Hoe / Walking Tractor
The Grillo G55 is a heavy duty domestic or entry

level commercial rotary hoe. The handle bars can be

reversed in order to carry multiple attachments such

as a sickle bar and mower. With 5.0 hp, two gears,

and larger tractor wheels the G55 can handle

applications that require more power. It comes with

quick coupler to enable faster swapping over of

attachments. 

A popular attachment often purchased with G55 is

the adjustable furrower for mounding up potatoes

or kumara. A mounting frame is required when this

furrower is used.

parkland.co.nz/shop/g55-rotary-hoe-walk-behind-tractor

G84 Rotary Hoe / Walking Tractor
Grillo G84 is a heavy-duty domestic (or entry-level

commercial) rotary hoe/walking tractor, ideal for

gardening, horticulture, orchards and vegetable plots. 

It is a robust machine ideal to work on any kind of soil. 

G84 is powered by a Honda 5.5 and fitted with a 4

speed-gearbox in oil-bath, with 2 forward + 2 reverse

gears.

Some of the optional attachments that can be used

are the same as the smaller G55 model – making G84 a

popular machine that suits more powerful applications. 

parkland.co.nz/shop/g84-rotary-hoe-walking-tractor

WALKING TRACTORS

50 cm tiller width 

Tempered steel tines (26 cm)

Honda GX200 petrol engine, that is fitted with a

robust engine guard

Oil-bath gearbox

Side and height-adjustable handlebar

Forward gear and PTO are engaged independently

from each other

Active coupling

Quick gear-inverter via lever

Maximum operator’s safety

G46 Rotary Hoe / Walking Tractor
Grillo G 46 is an innovative machine, ideal for

horticulture and gardening. Thanks to its compact

dimensions, it works easily in narrow spaces.  

parkland.co.nz/shop/rotary-hoe-walking-tractor-g46
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HWT 570 Multiforce
TThe HWT 570 Multiforce is a handy and easy-

to-drive string trimmer, suitable for trimming

where standard mowers do not reach. It can also

be used as a lawnmower for small, flat plots of

land. The drive belt between the engine and the

cutting rotor is high-strength for long service life. 

The machine is supplied with a side steel grass

deflector that prevents residues from being

thrown onto the road or driveway. 

Standard equipment includes a transparent

screen to protect the engine and a rubber guard

between the wheels to ensure maximum

protection of the operator from grass cuttings

and possible objects being thrown. The large

wheels allow agile and manoeuvrable operation

close to obstacles.

parkland.co.nz/shop/hwt-570-multiforce

Kawasaki FJ180V KAI engine

Adjustable cutting height

Self-propelled

Performs on slopes up to 30 degrees

Highly maneuverable and safe to operate

Abundant power to cut grass, small bushes and

unkempt areas in any weather conditions

HWT 700 SUPERTRAC
The HWT 700 Supertrac by Grillo is one of the most

superior performing trimmer mowers around. It’s the

ideal machine for maintaining rough areas, such as high

grass, steep slopes and hard-to-reach areas. It is popular

with contractors and property owners for taking care of

tough undergrowth, rural driveways, vineyards and any

areas that a normal mower cannot reach. Highly

maneuverable, the self-drive wheels and brakes allow

the machine to easily carry out finishing work around

trees and other obstacles.

parkland.co.nz/shop/trimmer-mower-hwt700

TRIMMERS

The Grillo HWT product range fitted with large sized wheels, meets the needs of both particular clients and

contractors, who deal with various maintenance operations in gardens and trees, walls and obstacles, rough

areas, kerbsides, close to flowerbeds.

The Grillo Trimmer models are entirely manufactured in Grillo’s premises in Italy by using high quality

materials and very latest technology to ensure quality built machines.

https://www.grilloagrigarden.co.uk/hwt_570_multiforce

